From the background of a memoryless communication system, we introduce the definition of the generalized scrambling indices for a primitive digraph, which are natural extensions of the scrambling index and m-competition index. Moreover, we provide some exact lower and upper bounds for the generalized scrambling indices of various classes of primitive digraphs, respectively.
Introduction

Let D = (V(D), E(D)) denote a digraph of order n with vertex set V (D) and arc set E(D)
.
D). The least such t is called the exponent of A (or D), denoted by exp(A) (or exp(D)). Let P n
denote the set of all primitive digraphs of order n. It is well known that D is primitive if and only if D is strongly connected and the greatest common divisor of the lengths of its cycles is 1 [12] .
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In the theory of communication, we once considered a memoryless communication system [5] , which is represented by a digraph D on n vertices. Let λ, μ be integers with 1 λ, μ n. Suppose that at time t = 0, λ vertices of D each holds one bit of information with no two of the information bits the same. At time t = 1, each vertex with some information passes the information to each of its neighbors and then forgets its information, but it may receive information from some vertices. The system continues in this way. If D is primitive, it is assured that there is a first time at which μ vertices know all λ bits of the information. A problem deserving investigation is: how long is the shortest (resp. longest) first time to do this? To characterize this problem, we introduce the definition of generalized scrambling indices. Definition 1.1. Let D ∈ P n , and let λ, μ be integers with 1 λ, μ n. For the research on scrambling index and competition index, please refer to [1] [2] [3] 7, 13] and [6, 8, 9] , respectively. In this paper, we investigate the generalized scrambling indices of primitive digraphs. We obtain some exact lower (resp. upper) bounds for the generalized scrambling indices of various classes of primitive digraphs, e.g. primitive digraphs of order n and girth s, primitive digraphs with d loops, primitive symmetric digraphs, fully indecomposable digraphs, nearly decomposable digraphs, primitive Cayley digraphs, primitive circulant digraphs, and primitive tournaments, etc.
Remark 2. For convenience, let
k X (D) := k (1) X (D), h(D, λ) := h(D, λ, 1) and k(D, λ) := k(D, λ, 1). In
Generalized scrambling indices
Let n, λ be integers with 1 λ n. The λ-point exponent of D ∈ P n , denoted by exp(D, λ), is the smallest power of A(D) for which there are λ rows with no zero entry [5, 12] 
In the following, we may assume that n and λ are integers with n λ 2. Now the generalized scrambling indices of various classes of primitive digraphs are investigated.
Primitive digraphs with n vertices and girth s
Let J n be the matrix of order n each of whose entries equals 1. 
Lemma 2.5. Let D ∈ P n with girth s. Then h(D
Since D T ∈ P n and with girth s, assume that C s is a directed cycle of length s in D 
Let D s,n denote the digraph consisting of a Hamilton cycle 1
Combining Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we have the following theorem. Let D * n−1,n be the digraph obtained from D n−1,n by inserting an arc n → 2.
Lemma 2.8
, it will suffice to show that 
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8, we have
The proof of Theorem 2.9 is finished. 
Proof. It follows that 
. It will suffice to show that there exists On the other hand, note that R
Primitive digraphs with d loops
Lemma 2.15 [10] . Let D ∈ P n and ∅ / = X ⊆ V (
D). Then for nonnegative integers i, j, t, k, we have R
The bound is best possible as shown by L n,d .
Proof. For any u
λ . This completes the proof.
Primitive symmetric digraphs
A symmetric digraph D is a digraph such that for any vertices u and v, (u, v) is an arc if and only if (v, u) is an arc. Let S n denote the set of primitive symmetric digraphs of order n [4] .
Proposition 2.17. Let D ∈ S n . Then h(D, λ) 1 and k(D, λ) 1, and the bounds can be attained as shown by the digraph D(J n ).
Let G n be the digraph with the set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} of vertices and the set E = {(i, i + 1), (i + 1, i)|1 i n − 1} ∪ {(1, 1)} of arcs. 
Proof. Let C r be an odd cycle of length r ( n) in D, and let t = 
It is not difficult to verify that k(G
Nearly decomposable digraphs
Let r, n be integers with 1 r < n. An n × n Boolean matrix A is called r-indecomposable (shortly, r-inde) if it contains no k × l zero submatrix with k + l = n − r + 1. If A is r-inde, D(A) is said to be r-inde. Let B n,r be the set of all r-inde digraphs of order n. It is known that B n,r ⊇ B n,r+1 (1 r < n − 1), and every r-inde digraph (r 1) is primitive [18] . F n := B n,1 is also called the set of fully indecomposable digraphs of order n. A nearly decomposable digraph D is a digraph such that D ∈ F n , and D − e / ∈ F n for any e ∈ E(D). Let NF n be the set of all nearly decomposable digraphs of order n.
The bounds can be attained as shown by D(J n ).
Let W n (n 3) be the digraph with vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and arc set E = {(1, i), (i, 1), (i, i)|2 i n}. Clearly, W n ∈ NF n . Let σ (A) denote the number of positive entries of a Boolean matrix A. Lemma 2.22 [15] . Let A ∈ NF n (n 3). Then σ (A) 3n − 3. 
So we conclude that there is a vertex
It is not difficult to verify that k(Q n , λ) = 
Primitive Cayley digraphs
Let G be a multiplicative group of order n with identity element e, and let A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p } be a subset of G. The (right) Cayley digraph [18] is the digraph Cay(G, A) = (V, E) , where V = G and E = {(x, y)|x −1 y ∈ A}. Lemma 2.29 [18] . Let A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p } (1 p n) 
Let CP n denote the set of all primitive circulant digraphs of order n. It is easy to see that L n,n ∈ CP n , and h(L n,n , λ) = λ − 1 by Theorem 2.14. 
Primitive tournaments
A tournament is a digraph D such that each pair of distinct vertices i and j is joined by exactly one of the arcs (i, j) or (j, i), and no vertex is joined to itself by an arc. Let T n denote the set of all primitive tournaments of order n. It is well known (see [11, 14] ) that a tournament D ∈ T n if and only if n 4 and D is irreducible (i.e. strongly connected). Note that T 1 = T 2 = T 3 = ∅, and there are exactly 1 and 6 non-isomorphic irreducible tournaments of order 4 and 5, respectively (see [16] ). It is not difficult to computing the generalized scrambling indices of D ∈ T 4 (resp. D ∈ T 5 ), and we omit them here. Now we investigate the λth lower scrambling index of D ∈ T n for n 6. 
.
Note that the length of the shortest walk from a vertex w ∈ V (D) to w itself is at least 3, hence h(D, n) 3, and then h(D, n) = 3 for D ∈ T n (n > 6). Considering the digraph β n (n > 6), for any vertex v ∈ V (β T n ), we have R β T n 2 ({v}) n − 2 < n − 1. Therefore, h(β n , n − 1) = 3.
In addition, it is easy to see that R Finally, the λth upper scrambling index of D ∈ T n for n > 6 is studied. 
